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four centuries. But what are
their origins? Explore the folk

$19.95 Softcover

beliefs and literary sources

ISBN 978-1-942483-89-2

that influenced Shakespeare

$8.95 eBook

and discover how he

ISBN 978-1-952536-13-7

assembled his own masterful
portraits of these phenomena,
giving his plays vibrant life and
his characters unforgettable
personalities.

$19.95 Softcover
ISBN 978-1-942483-92-2
$7.95 eBook
ISBN 978-1-942483-93-9

Publication date: May 1, 2022

Publication date: July 1, 2022

Olmsted's Elmwood:
The Rise, Decline and Renewal
of Buffalo's Parkway
Neighborhood, A Model for
America's Cities
by Clinton E. Brown, Faia and Ramona Pando Whitaker
The fascinating story of the historic
Elmwood District, named one of
America's top ten neighborhoods, is told
for the first time. From Joseph Ellicott's
arrival in Buffalo, New York and his
radical radial street grid, through the role
played by Fredrick Law Olmsted and his
unique parks and parkways, discover the
powerful stories of those who created a
fabulous neighborhood using Olmsted's
blueprint for gracious living. Then follow
the devastating 50-year decline that
boarded up mansions and emptied the
rust belt city, reducing it to a shadow of
its Gilded Age size and prominence. Find
out how the Elmwood District, now on the
National Register of Historic Places,
survived intact until the desire for
walkable neighborhoods and its
passionate residents sparked the
remarkable renewal that is underway
today. The authors suggest that Elmwood
be considered a model for America's
cities, and look into the neighborhood's
future vas it grapples with growth.

$29.95 Softcover
ISBN 978-1-942483-37-3
$39.95 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-942483-38-0
$10.95 eBook
ISBN 978-1-942483-39-7

Publication date: June 1, 2022

Coming

The Case of the Messy
Message and the
Missing Facts
Book 3 of the Cayuga
Island Kid series
Story by Judy Bradbury
Illustrations by Gabriella Vagnoli
It’s Fall now and the Cayuga Island Kids are busy with
homework, projects, and after school activities. But there’s
still plenty of time for mystery and adventure!

In the third book in the Cayuga Island Kids chapter book
series, Julian is exploring food science as he experiments with
recipes on his quest for the perfect chocolate chip cookie.
Being a cookie sampler takes Mac’s mind off his troubles with
fractions. Yoko is practicing gestures and facial expressions
in anticipation of the school play tryouts. Maya is Ms. Choi’s
helper in the after-school Make-and-Take-Club for younger
crafters. Lacey is taking care of the little community library
that Gram built—and searching for the next mystery to solve.
When two of Ms. Choi’s glitter pens go missing, Maya turns to
Lacey for help. The clues and evidence point to a suspect,
but are they jumping to conclusions? When a classmate
jumps to conclusions and shares false information about
Julian’s cookies, the Cayuga Island Kids join forces to set the
facts straight. When the kids research explorers for a school
project, they uncover misinformation that blurs the truth, and
makes the reasons for being a fact detective crystal clear.
As the fall leaves turn color, the Cayuga Island Kids come to
realize that sorting through clues and evidence—just like
research—means making sure information is factual, and not
just a fraction of the truth. Young readers will cheer for the
Cayuga Island Kids as they embark on this latest adventure
involving faulty assumptions, missing facts, flour bugs, and
chocolate chip cookies.

Don't miss Book 1, The Mystery of the Barking Branches and
the Sunken Ship and Book 2, The Adventure of the Big Fish by
the Small Creek of the

Cayuga Island Kids series!

$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-31-1
$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-32-8
$5.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-33-5

Publication date: May 15, 2022

New Girl:
The Further
Adventures of
Elinormal
By Kate McCarroll Moore
Elinor Malcolm is ready for the first day of
seventh grade, when a last-minute phone call
turns her world upside down, and she misses
the first week of school. When she returns,
she's known as the new girl, even though she's
not.
In this sequel to Elinormal, Elinor learns all
too quickly that people are complicated and
relationships take work. Lots of work. As she's
discovering who she is, who she wants to be,
and what she wants most in life, Elinor is
balancing friendships, old and new. She's also
unraveling her mother's mysterious past.
New Girl further explores the complexity of
friendships, the reality of disappointments,
and the trouble with secrets.

The perfect sequel to

Elinormal!

$13.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-34-2
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-35-9

Publication date: May 25, 2022

Frontlist

Free Speech and Why You
Should Give a Damn
by Jonathan Zimmerman and Signe Wilkinson

Intern Talk:
A Final River to Cross:
A Guide to Walking the Walk The Underground Railroad
by Jonathan Zimmerman and Signe Wilkinson
at Youngstown, NY

In America we like to think we live in a

Intern Talk not only guides students in

land of liberty, where everyone can say

the pursuit of professional opportunities,

whatever they want. Throughout our

it also offers a somewhat novel approach

history, however, we have also been quick

to achieving a lifetime of professional

to censor people who offend or frighten

success.

us. We talk a good game about freedom
of speech, then we turn around and deny

It all starts in high school and college,

it to others.

but this book will support students off
campus and into their chosen

In this brief but bracing book, historian

professional fields. It provides explicit,

Jonathan Zimmerman and Pulitzer Prize-

practical tips on how to select and

winning cartoonist Signe Wilkinson tell the

prepare for interviews—and follow up.

story of free speech in America: who
established it, who has denounced it, and

From crafting the ideal (one page)

who has risen to its defense. They also

résumé to advice on how to network

make the case for why we should care

effectively (it's not about you!), Intern

about it today, when free speech is once

Talk provides the tools and techniques

again under attack.

needed to find the perfect opportunity,
paid or unpaid.

Across the political spectrum, Americans
have demanded the suppression of ideas

Perfect for the serious student on your

and images that allegedly threaten our

list— and for the student who you wish

nation. But the biggest danger to America

were a bit more serious!

comes not from speech but from
censorship, which prevents us from freely

$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-26-7

governing ourselves. Free speech allows

$6.95 eBook ISBN 78-1-942483-27-4

us to criticize our leaders. It lets us
consume the art, film, and literature we
prefer. And, perhaps most importantly, it
allows minorities to challenge the
oppression they suffer.

While any of us are censored, none of us
are free.

Perfect for the thinker on your list.

$19.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-10-6
$7.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-11-3

by Gretchen and Dennis Duling
This local and regional study fills the gap
in documenting Youngstown’s role in the
Underground Railroad in New York State.
It also offers further proof of the existence
of, support for, and operation of the
Underground Railroad in Western New
York. It is a comprehensive and extensive
book meant for both the general reader
and scholars. The authors have uncovered
a rich treasure of information in newly
discovered primary source materials.
Discover the compelling stories of the
citizens of Youngstown who formed an
intricate Underground Railroad network.

$39.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-01-4
$19.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-02-1

NONFiction

Those Fantastic Lives
by Bradley Sides
In this tender, brilliantly-imagined collection
of short stories, a young boy dreams of being
a psychic like his grandmother, a desperate
man turns to paper for a
miracle, a swarm of fireflies attempts the
impossible, scarecrows and ghosts collide, a
mother and child navigate a forest plagued
by light-craving monsters, a boy’s talking
dolls aid him in conquering a burning world,
and a father and mother deal with the
sudden emergence of wings on their son’s
back.

Bradley Sides is an exciting new voice in
fiction. Brimming with our deepest fears and
desires, his haunting debut collection of
short fiction examines the complexities of
masculinity, home, transformation, and loss.
Tenderness is illuminated by magic realism,
providing rays of hope in the darkness and
igniting imaginations.

Perfect for that hard-to-buy-for guy. You
know who we're talking about.

$16.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-20-5
$5.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-21-2

Confessions of
a Gentleman Killer
by Johnny Payne
The papers call me “the gentleman killer.”
I wrapped the throat of my first victim
in the silk scarf with which I strangled her.
That’s what passes as a gentleman
these days.

I ask you: How do you reconcile a man
who is capable of deep, tender love
(because I’ve felt it), a man, who—by
public standards—is a health reformer,
assistant to the future British Prime
Minister, and the son-in-law of a
wealthy industrialist, but who, when the
moment overtakes him, kills women?
I don’t know what to make of it myself,
but that’s me. I’ve been told I have a
philosopher’s mind, that I’m ambitious
and can do anything I set my mind to—
but sometimes my urges get the
better of me.

I don’t venture judgement—on myself or
anyone else. I’ll leave that up to you.

My name is Kilcairn, and these are my
confessions.

This award-winning novel is also available
as an audiobook, narrated by the author.

$16.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-94-6
$1.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-95-3
$13.99 Audiobook ISBN 978-1-952536-38-0

impeachment
by Mark Spivak
Billionaire industrialists Sheldon and
Richard Haft are accustomed to
manipulating the system to achieve their
agenda, but when they decide the
government isn’t serving them as well
as it could, they decide to take it to
the next level. Richard stumbles upon the
Angels of Democracy, a group of Good
Samaritans headquartered on Southern
California near the Mexican border.
What if the brothers take a chunk of their
considerable fortune and fund the group
into a paramilitary force capable of
changing society?
The outcome yields chaos on the nation’s
southern border, upheavals in the highest
levels of government, and a new America
which could not have been envisioned—
except by the Haft brothers themselves.

$16.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-96-0
$1.99 eBook ISBN 78-1-942483-97-7

FrontlisT
the Cayuga Island Kid series
Story by Judy Bradbury | Illustrations by Gabriella Vagnoli

The Mystery of the
Barking Branches and
the Sunken Ship, Book 1
Find out what happens when a group of
friends sets off on a hunt for a certain kind of
tree and uncover a buried cannonball
instead? Who knew that the island they live
on is also home to a whole lot of history?
And, it turns out, a whole lot of mystery, too…
Meet the Cayuga Island Kids! It’s summer
vacation, and that means there’s plenty of
time for a hunt, a mystery, and an exciting
adventure. Are you ready? Open the book
and join the fun. Find out what the Cayuga
Island Kids are up to in this mystery story
based on historical events on Cayuga Island
near Niagara Falls!

$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-16-8
$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-14-4
$6.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-15-1

The Adventure of the Big
Fish by the Small Creek,
Book 2

The Case of the Messy
Message and the Missing
Facts, Book 3

It all begins one mid-summer day. First, the

It’s Fall now and the Cayuga Island Kids are

Cayuga Island Kids rescue a mallard caught

busy with homework, projects, and after

in the plastic rings from six-pack of cans.

school activities. But there’s still plenty of time

Litter. Moments later, a girl on a bike

for mystery and adventure!

carelessly tosses a plastic bottle in the creek.

In the third book in the Cayuga Island Kids

The Cayuga Island Kids successfully retrieve

chapter book series, Julian is exploring food

it, but then they notice all the litter in the

science as he experiments with recipes on his

park. That’s when they decide it’s time for

quest for the perfect chocolate chip cookie.

action. But moving from knowing something

Being a cookie sampler takes Mac’s mind off

has to be done to getting it done takes

his troubles with fractions. Yoko is practicing

determination, teamwork, and sometimes,

gestures and facial expressions in

looking in a new direction. How the Cayuga

anticipation of the school play tryouts. Maya

Island Kids go from fishing a plastic bottle out

is Ms. Choi’s helper in the after-school Make-

of the creek to bringing the community

and-Take-Club for younger crafters. Lacey is

together to build a recycling bin big enough

taking care of the little community library that

to hold plenty of plastic makes for a lively

Gram built—and searching for the next

adventure. Best of all, readers will cheer on

mystery to solve.

the Cayuga Island Kids as they come to
realize that although we are each just one

$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-32-8

person, together we can make a BIG

$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-31-1

difference.

$6.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-33-5

$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-18-2

Publication date: May 15, 2022

$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-17-5
$6.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-19-9

Juvenile
The F Words
by Barbara Gregoricj
Sophomore Cole Renner knows
teamwork inside and out from
running crosscountry.
He knows about braving the
elements and not getting passed in
the chute.
What Cole doesn’t know is how
much he’ll need all of his mental and
physical skills when his father, a
community activist, is thrown in jail;
when his English teacher catches

Kite to Freedom:
The Story of a
Kite-Flying
Contest,
the Niagara Falls
Suspension Bridge,
& the Underground
Railroad
Story by Kathleen A. Dinan
Illustrated by Iris Kirkwood

him tagging the school with the F
word and sentences him to write two poems a week, each on a
word that starts with F; when his best friend Felipe Ramirez runs for

Can a kite change history? Katie and Homan’s did.

class president against the girl who dumped Cole; and when the

When engineers were faced with the challenge of

school bully prowls the halls looking for Cole and the principal

bridging the vast Niagara Gorge, the solution was a kite-

seems more

flying contest. After Katie and Homan’s kite crosses the

interested in punishing Cole than the bully. As much as Cole wants

gorge and wins the contest allowing the construction of

to win meets, what he wants even more is justice—for his father, for

the first suspension bridge to connect the U.S. and

himself, for Felipe, and for his fellow students. Cole learns that

Canada. The two friends are there as it becomes an

actions matter, but so do words. He takes his write words (in both

important link on the

Spanish and English) and turns them into the right words to fight for

Underground Railroad, helping enslaved people escape

justice. A YA novel that will inspire teens to fight for social justice–
and write poetry!

to freedom. Kite to Freedom is a powerful, actionpacked, fictionalized account of actual events that
occurred during the mid-1800s and a wonderful way to

Perfect for your favorite teen (but be sure to enjoy it yourself before

discover a unique stop on the Underground Railroad.

wrapping!).
Perfect for 8 to 12-year-olds in 4th through 8th grades.
$15.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-26-7
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-27-4

$16.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-71-7
$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-70-0
$4.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-72-4

eLINORMAL
by Bradley Sides
While skipping lessons at the
prestigious ballet academy that her
mother enrolled her in, 11-year-old
Elinor Malcolm meets a mysterious
older girl who encourages her to
explore her identity and expand her
world. A touch of magical realism
infuses their encounters and shapes
Elinor's discovery of a path that is
satisfying for both her and her mother.
Friendship, family, identity, and the
importance of honest communication

and being true to oneself are interwoven themes that create a
fascinating tapestry and a very compelling story.
“Elinormal will enchant its readers and make them want to discuss it
right away with a loved one. I can’t wait to share it with my
daughter and granddaughter.”

Perfect for 8 to 12-year-olds in 4th to 8th grades.

Explore
Canalside and
the Erie Canal
by Tayler Cole
Pearl, the baby buffalo,
loves learning about the
history of her hometown,
Buffalo, New York. With
her trusty notepad and
camera, she embarks on
an adventure and meets
some new friends.
Draw yourself on the new solar-powered Buffalo Heritage
Carousel, color in the canal packet boat inside the replica
Longshed, join Shark Girl for a photo, ride on a paddle
boat, discover the Explore & More Children’s Museum–all
on Canalside–and learn all about the historic Erie Canal
along the way!

This coloring and activity book doubles as a self-guided
tour of Canalside for families with young children. It

$13.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-22-9
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-23-6

contains activities suitable for youngsters from 4 to 10
years of age.

$9.95

Frontlist Pi
Hello!
A Welcoming
Story

The
Chickadees
and the
Moon Above

Story by Gina K. Lewis
Illustrated by MJ Campos

Written and Illustrated
by Sara A. Simon

Accompany young
refugees on their
journey through the

Mama Chickadee

challenges that they

wants her

must navigate to find

chickadees to be

a sense of belonging

the best

in a new place. Flip it

chickadees that
they can bed.

over and this twobooks-in one also tells this story through the eyes of the students

She knows they will grow up and one day leave the nest.

who welcome them. All discover the power of embracing

“Wherever you go, just look up at the moon and think of me; I’ll

differences. It is powerful for children to imagine themselves on

be looking at the same moon and thinking of you. And

both sides of this shared experience. Hello! A Welcoming Story

Chickadee Tree will always also be your home.” Beautiful

will foster the empathy needed for true acceptance and

watercolors illustrate this endearing tale that will capture the

inclusion. Give this beautiful book to your children and

hearts of mothers and children of all ages. In addition to

grandchildren, to your students and their teachers, and to your

delighting young children, The Chickadees and the Moon Above

new neighbors. Experience the joy of feeling accepted and

is also perfect for new mothers, empty nesters, and little birdies

remember the power of a simple Hello!

who are leaving the nest.

$19.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-29-8

$14.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-03-8

$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-28-1

$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-04-5

$5.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-30-4

The Alekizou
and His
Terrible
Library Plot!

THE
DUST
BUNNIES
Written and Illustrated
by Nicki rae

Story by Nancy Turgeon
Illustrations by Patricia Raine

Meet Fluff, Puff, and
Stuff, three adorable

The Alekizou is a

dust bunnies ready
to reveal their
favorite hiding
places, snacks, and
games! In this charming rhyming book, young readers enter the

mischievous creature.
Find out what happens when he gobbles up the vowels from all
the books in the library. Then help him fix the terrible mess using
just your fingers! An inspirational literacy adventure that Dr.
Seuss himself would enjoy.

world of dust bunnies—which happens to be right under their
their own bed! Under the couch, in the corner, and anywhere

$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-65-6

crumbs and dust can be found, dust bunnies will be at play!

$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-64-9

Perfect for Easter baskets, spring cleaning season, or for any

$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-66-3

bunny-loving, chore-resistant child.

$16.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-952536-06-9
$12.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-952536-05-2
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-952536-07-6

cture Books
Willy & Lilly’s
Adventures
with Weather
Story by Jennifer Stanonis
Illustrated by Bill Blenk

Treasure in
the Trunk
Written and Illustrated
by Linda MacRitchie Graf
Stuck inside on a
rainy day, two

The four seasons
bring all sorts of
weather, and Willy
and Lilly adventure
through it together!
Learning the science
of the seasons, the
pair plays outdoors.
From thunderstorms to fog, they check the forecast before they
explore. Come on a tour of the seasons with Willy and Lilly as
your guides. You’ll learn about the weather—and find out when

siblings and their
beloved Boston
Terrier learn about
the wonders of
exploration as
they journey
upstairs into a
gloomy attic. Follow this intrepid trio as they discover an old
trunk and the remarkable treasure hidden inside, and enjoy an
interactive storytelling experience perfect for multilingual
families and classrooms.

it’s best to stay inside!
$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-68-7
$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-48-9
$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-47-2

$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-67-0
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-69-4

$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-49-6

A Kindness
Remembered:
A Fable
Written and Illustrated
by Beth Mack
n this modern fable,

The Monster
in My
Basement
Story by David Preston
Illustrations by
Heather Lynn Harris

a blackbird yearns
for more beautiful

There’s a monster in

feathers, but ends

Dave’s basement! His

up with a broken

name is Howard and

wing while flying
toward the sun in search of beauty. While many pass by the
injured bird, a young boy takes him into his home and heals him
until the bird is able to fly back to his family. The selfless actions
of the boy teach the blackbird—and young readers—important
lessons about the power of a single act of kindness.

he’s very hungry.
Howard invites Dave to dinner. But will Dave eat dinner or BE
dinner? The thought makes Dave shake a little bit, shake a little
bit, shake, shake, shake, shake, shake. Has Dave made a big
mistake?
The Monster in My Basement began as a song called Howard
the Monster. (The author is a children’s musician too!). Visit

$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-53-3
$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-52-6

Howard the Monster here and read along with the music and
lyrics printed in the back of the book!

$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-54-0
$17.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-942483-81-6
$14.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-942483-80-9
$4.99 eBook ISBN 978-1-942483-82-3

Beautiful Books by Ci
New!

Allentowners:

The Adventure of the Big

Tales from Buffalo New

Fish by the Small Creek

York’s Most Colorful

Book 2

Neighborhood

by Judy Bradbury &

by William Faught

Gabriella Vagnoli
Softcover $19.95
Hardcover $17.95

ISBN 978-1-792312-36-6

ISBN 978-1-952536-18-2
Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-17-5
Award-winning
ALBRIGHT: The Life and

At First Light:

Times of John J. Albright

Poems & Photography

by Mark Goldman

by Wende Essrow

Hardcover $45.95

Hardcover $39.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-35-9

ISBN 978-1-942483-42-7

Softcover $35.95

Softcover $29.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-34-2

ISBN 978-1-942483-41-0

The Alekizou
and His Terrible Library Plot!
Story by Nancy Turgeon &
Illustrations by Patricia Raine

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-65-6
Softcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-64-9

Award-winning
B is for Buffalo:
An Aerial Alphabet
by Christopher Hyzy

Hardcover $29.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-31-1
Softcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-30-4

Buffalo From A to Z:
Alexander O. Levy:

Come Take a Tour with

American Artist, Art Deco

Me, by Bob Uffalo with

Painter

Brigette Callahan & Kristin

by Burchfield Penney Arts

Warham

Center
Hardcover $19.95
$59.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-61-8

ISBN 978-0989122-26-9

Award-winning

Buffalo Philharmonic

Allentown:

Orchestra: The BPO

A Photographic Journey in

Celebrates the First 75

the Heart of Buffalo NY

Years, by R. Lee & E.

by William Faught

Yadzinski

Hardcover $49.95

Hardcover $49.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-29-8

ISBN 978-0-9825745-6-0

Softcover $29.95

Softcover $29.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-28-1

ISBN 978-0-9825745-4-6

ty of Light Publishing
Indexed 2nd Edition

Award-winning

Buffalo’s Delaware

Clover and the Shooting

Avenue: Mansions and

Star

Families

A board book by

by Edward T. Dunn

Heather Lynn Harris

$59.95

$ 9.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-25-0

ISBN 978-1-942483-23-6

Buffalo Snow
by Elizabeth Leader

Award-winning
Confessions
of a Gentleman Killer

$ 9.95

A novel by Johnny Payne

ISBN 978-1-424324-71-2
$16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-94-6

Forthcoming
The Case of

Discarded Ancestors:

the Messy Message

At the Intersection of Art

and the Missing Facts

and Ancestry

by Judy Bradbury &

by Elizabeth Leader

Gabriella Vagnoli
Hardcover $34.95
Hardcover $17.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-74-8

ISBN 978-1-952536-32-8

Softcover $24.95

Softcover $12.95

ISBN 978-1-942483-73-1

ISBN 978-1-952536-31-1

The Chickadees and the
Moon Above
Written and Illustrated
by Sara A. Simon

Hardcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-03-8

New!
The Dust Bunnies
Written and Illustrated by
Nicki Rae

Hardcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-06-9
Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-05-2

Classic Rock, Classic Jock:
The Jim Santella Story,
Father of Progressive Rock
in Buffalo

New!
Elinormal
A novel by
Kate McCarroll Moore

by Jim Santella
Softcover $13.95
$19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-16-8

ISBN 978-1-952536-22-9

Beautiful Books by Ci
Award-winning
New!

Five Hungry Mice

Explore Canalside and the

by F.A.B. Dunning

Erie Canal

Retold and illustrated by

Activity & Coloring Book

Heather Lynn Harris

by Tayler Cole and Linda
Jurdi

Hardcover $24.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-57-1

$ 9.95

Softcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-58-8

Forthcoming

Frederick Law Olmsted’s

Exploring Science and Art:

Point Chautauqua

Discovering Connections

by Edgar C. Conkling

by Mary Kirsch Boehm
$14.95
Softcover $19.95

ISBN 0-9671480-6-5

ISBN 978-1-942483-89-2

New!
The F Words
A novel by Barbara
Gregorich

New!
Free Speech and Why You
Should Give a Damn
by Jonathan Zimmerman
and Signe Wilkinson

Softcover $15.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-26-7

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-10-6

New!
A Final River to Cross:
The Underground Railroad
at Youngstown, NY
2nd Edition
by Gretchen and
Dennis Duling

Softcover $39.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-01-4

The Fine Art of
Capturing Buffalo
by Mark Donnelly, Ph.D.

From Finland to Niagara
Falls: Explorer Pehr Kalm in
North America 1748-1751,
by Markku Löytönen

Hardcover $29.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-14-4
Softcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-13-7

New!
Hello! A Welcoming Story
by Gina K. Lewis
Illustrated by MJ Campos

$29.95
ISBN 978-0-9788476-6-1

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-29-8
Softcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-28-1

ty of Light Publishing
Himself: A Civil War
Soldier’s Battles with
Rebels, Brits and Devils
An historic novel by

Max Meets the Mayor
Story by Mark Goldman
& Illustrated by
Elizabeth Leader

William Donohue
Hardcover $24.95
$19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-10-6

ISBN 978-1-942483-07-6
Softcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-06-9

Award-winning
Impeachment
A novel by Mark Spivak

$16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-96-0

The Monster in My
Basement
by David Preston &
Illustrated by
Heather Lynn Harris

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-81-6
Softcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-80-9

Award-winning
Intern Talk: A Guide to
Walking the Walk
by Anthony Louis

Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-26-7

Award-winning
My Little Light
by Cathleen J. Lang,
Illustrated by Stephen &
Michael Lang

Hardcover $24.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-45-8
Softcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-44-1

A Kindness Remembered:
A Fable
by Beth Mack

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-53-3
Softcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-52-6

New!
The Mystery of the
Barking Branches and
the Sunken Ship
by Judy Bradbury &
Gabriella Vagnoli

Hardcover $17.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-16-8
Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-14-4

New!
Kite to Freedom:

Forthcoming

The Story of a Kite-Flying

New Girl:

Contest, the Niagara Falls

The Further Adventures

Suspension Bridge, and the

of Elinormal

Underground Railroad

by Kathleen A. Dinan and
Illustrated by Iris Kirkwood

Hardcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-71-7
Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-70-0

A novel by
Kate McCarroll Moore

Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-34-2

Beautiful Books by Ci
Nickel City Chef:

Postcard Views:

Buffalo’s Finest Chefs &

A Walk Down Main Street

Ingredients

Buffalo, New York, Circa 1910

by Christa Glennie

by Joseph Bieron and

Seychew

Paul McCarthy

$24.95

$18.95

ISBN 978-0-9825745-8-4

ISBN 978-0-9788476-4-7

Forthcoming
Olmsted’s Elmwood:
The Rise, Decline and
Renewal of Buffalo's
Parkway Neighborhood
by C. Brown & R. Whitaker

Hardcover $39.95

President Factor:
The Reality Show That
Rocked a Nation
A novel by Pat Obermeier

$16.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-86-1

ISBN 978-1-942483-38-0
Softcover $29.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-37-3

The Paintbrush Dreamer
Written & Illustrated by
Wende Essrow

Hardcover $24.95
Softcover $16.95
ISBN 978-0984878758

PEACEPRINTS:
Sister Karen’s Paths to
Nonviolence
by Evelyn McLean Brady

$18.00
978-0-9788476-5-4

The Rainbow City
by Kerry S. Grant

Hardcover $39.95
ISBN 978-096714-804-5
Softcover $24.95
ISBN 0-9671480-5-7

Saint Joseph’s Day
Table Cookbook
by Mary Ann Giordano &
Dr. Paul Giordano, M.D.

$24.95
ISBN 978-0-9825745-9-1

Award-winning

Sights & Sounds of the

The Photographing Tourist

Pan American Exposition

Text and Photography by

by Raya Lee

David Noyes
$ 9.95
$29.95
978-0-9965239-0-5

ISBN 0-9671480-7-3

ty of Light Publishing
Soul to the Goal:
The John Tavares Story
by Richard Jacob

$14.95
ISBN 978-0692868324

New!
Those Fantastic Lives
by Bradley Sides

Softcover $16.95
ISBN 978-1-952536-20-5

Spain: Rock Roll Rumbles

Treasure in the Trunk

Rebels & Revolution

by Linda MacRitchie Graf

by Burchfield Penny
Art Center

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-68-7

$20.00

Softcover $14.95

ISBN 978-0-867197-82-2

ISBN 978-1-942483-67-0

Forthcoming
Supernatural
Shakespeare: Magic and
Ritual in
Merry Old England
by J Snodgrass

Softcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-92-2

The Swing
by Robert Louis Stevenson
Illustrated by

Award-winning
Willy & Lilly’s Adventures
with Weather
by Jennifer Stanonis &
Bill Blenk

Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-48-9
Softcover $14.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-47-2

Tillie: A New York City
Girl: 1906-2001
by Mark Goldman

Heather Lynn Harris
Hardcover $34.95
Hardcover $19.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-03-8
Softcover $12.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-04-5

Tales from Azar’s Attic:
A Look Inside a
Broadcasting Career
by Rick Azar

$19.95
ISBN 978-0-9788476-9-2

ISBN 978-1-942483-63-2
Softcover $24.95
ISBN 978-1-942483-62-5

City of Light Publishing
Read books. Share books. Give books.

City of Light Publishing was founded on the belief that we can
all be a light in the world. We also believe that some of the
best ways to be a light are to read books, share books, and
give books.

When you find a story that is perfect for someone, give it to
them, wrapped up in the pages of a beautiful book.

Go. Be a light.

City of Light books are distributed by IPG and are available wherever
books are sold.

Order books online, on our website, via e-mail or by mail.
Or just call us!

FREE SHIPPING on standard delivery to U.S. addresses
info@CityofLightPublishing.com
716.903.7155
266 Elmwood Ave. #407
Buffalo, NY 14222
www.CityofLightPublishing.com

